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SAGE

Goal:  To Enhance EIA’s Ability for international energy 
forecasting and energy and carbon policy analysis

Evolution of SAGE built on the 
MARKAL tool

• Normative versus Market Behavior 
Forecasting Models

• Transparency, documentation and 
public availability of methodology 
and assumptions
– Excel-based TEMPLATE 

approach

– Peer Review

– Full Documentation
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Normative versus Market Behavioral Forecasting Models—A 
Question of Purpose 

• To develop a model for evaluating options for a new local urban transport 
system

• Standard Markal 

The Genesis of EIA’SAGE

• To develop a model for projecting 30 years of likely energy market behavior 
with and without new policy initiatives.

• Time-stepped [Simulation] enhancement needed
• Technology market penetration reflecting consumer behavior 

over time

SAGE Progress Report

• Amit has previously discussed the TEMPLATE approach to regional SAGE 
models. Amit will discuss further software developments greatly reducing the 
non-analytical burden of developing both SAGE and TIMES models.

• The SAGE time-stepped capability has been fully tested and implemented and 
is the standard mode of operation at EIA.

• At the last ETSAP meeting Andy Kydes and Gary Goldstein described in 
detail a behavioral technology market penetration approach.  A prototype has 
been designed, however, further planned software enhancements are needed to 
fully implement this capability. 

• Peer review—guess what it has taken us longer than we expected to get as far
as we have gotten—peer review of the regional models is being organized by 
ETSAP.

• Documentation design discussions have been underway for months. The team 
of Amit Kanudia, Andy Kydes, Barry Kapilow-Cohen, Gary Goldstein, 
GianCarlo Tosato and Richard Loulou will begin shortly.
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Market Penetration/Adjustment Algorithm

Use information from LP solution to adjust market penetration of technologies that were 
only marginally unattractive.  Share a portion of the market to these technologies 
according to how close they were to being economic.  Where the degree of optimizing 
behavior:

1. Varies over time

2. Can range from the standard least cost technology solution to a case where only 
initial market shares are significant—prices don’t matter.

Status Prototype completed

Next Step

Integration of the approach within the TEMPLATE adratio structure.  The model user 
will be able to specify the level at which technologies compete.Do all auto 
technologies compete or do conventionally fueled autos as a group compete with 
alternatively fueled autos as a group?  Do diesel cars compete directly with gasoline cars 
or is the most important area of investigation competition among gasoline vehicles of 
varying efficiency? 

End-Use Energy Service Categories 
Represented in SAGE

Residential Sector (11) Commercial Sector(8) Transportation Sector (13)

Space Heating Space Heating Personal Automobiles

Space Cooling Space Cooling Personal Light Duty Trucks

Refrigeration Refrigeration Buses

Water Heating Water Heating Commercial Heavy Trucks

Cooking Cooking Commercial Medium Trucks

Lighting Lighting Commercial Light Trucks

Clothes Washing Electric Office Equipment Two & Three Wheeled Vehicles

Clothes Drying Other Commercial Energy Services Domestic Aviation

Dishwashing International Aviation

Residential Electric Appliances Passenger Rail

Other Residential Energy Services Industrial Sector (6) Freight Rail

Iron & Steel Internal Navigation

Non-Ferrous Metals International Water Shipping

Chemicals

Non-Metallic Minerals Agriculture Sector  (1)
Pulp & Paper Total Agriculture Energy Demand 

Other Industries

.
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Demand Projection
• Service demands are estimated for the forecast time horizon in each template.  In the 

residential, commercial and agriculture template, service demands include space heat, 
space cooling, hot water, clothes drying, clothe washing, dishwashing, lighting, etc. 
For each service demand there is a separate sheet in the template workbook where the 
modeler chooses the basis or driver from among a set of choices stored in a central 
sheet [E&D drivers] of the template workbook.  E.g.driver #3 may be GDP per 
capita. driver 

• The modeler must also choose an indicator of how sensitive the service demand is to 
the driver.  A set of 20 different profiles have been provided for the modeler to 
choose from, however, the values for any individual regional profile are easily 
changed in the E&D driver sheet.  For example, for the service demand auto travel 
defined in units of BV-KM, the sensitivity to GDP per capita in the USA would be 
far lower than the sensitivity in developing regions of the world. See TRT demand

Price Elastic Service Demands

Form: Q=Qo (P/Po)-n Approximated by Step Function

Status: Completed

Commodity Description
MED--
STEP(BD)-UP

MED--
STEP(BD)-LO

MED--VAR(BD)-
UP

MED--VAR(BD)-
LO

MED--
ELAST(BD)-
UP-2000

MED--
ELAST(BD)-
LO-2000

MED--
ELAST(BD)-
UP-2010

MED--
ELAST(BD)-
LO-2010

TRT Road Auto Demand 10 10 0.200 0.2 -0.3 -0.4
TRL Road Light Vehicle Demand 10 10 0.2 0.2 -0.3 -0.4
TRB Road Bus Demand 10 10 0.15 0.15 -0.15 -0.15
TRH Road Heavy Trucks Demand 10 10 0.2 0.2 -0.1 -0.1
TRC Road Commercial Trucks Demand 10 10 0.2 0.2 -0.1 -0.1
TRW Road Two Wheels Demand 10 10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
TAI International Aviation 10 10 0.3 0.3 -0.3 -0.3
TAD Domestic Aviation 10 10 0.2 0.2 -0.2 -0.2
TTF Rail-Freight 10 10 0.2 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
TTP Rail-Passengers 10 10 0.15 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
TWD Domestic Internal Navigation 10 10 0.1 0.1 -0.1 -0.1
TWI International Navigation 10 10 0.2 0.2 -0.15 -0.15
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Next steps

– Software:VEDA-FE, working closely with 
Amit.  The same FE producing a multi-region 

SAGE model from the TEMPLATES will also 
create a TIMES model 

– Data in SAGE, Technology characteristics, 
regional cost factors relative to a base level.

– Test multi-region time-stepped, elastic demand, 
behavioral technology market orientation.

Additional Comments

For EIA the time profile of energy market behavior in both the reference 
case and a policy analysis case is critical—what happens immediately 
after a change in policy; what happens over the first 5 years; what 
happens over the first 10 years

1. Supported the Development of a Multiregional Time-stepped model

2. Implemented full demand analysis at the service demand level 
where the demand for each energy service is sensitive to the price of 
providing the energy service

1. First market reaction based on service demand reaction

2. Over time technology choices reflect new energy market 
conditions and the energy service trend tends towards the pre-
event level
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Additional Comments, Continued

Developing Nations will account for the largest increase in energy use over the 
next few decades [given macroeconomic assumptions].  

Energy projections for developing nations must be integrated with explicit 
assumptions concerning structural changes that are an integral part of 
economic development.

Transition from traditional, non-marketed energy sources to marketed 
fuels are based on implicit or explicit assumptions concerning 
transitions from:  

– From wood for water heating and cooking to perhaps LPG.  Requires region 
specific expert knowledge.

– From kerosene for lighting to electricity

– From foot-power to motorized transport.


